Abstract: In this paper, we examine three general classes of space-sharing scheduling policies under a workload representative of large-scale scienti c computing. These policies di er in the way processors are partitioned among the jobs as well as in the way jobs are prioritized for execution on the partitions. We consider new static, adaptive and dynamic policies that di er from previously proposed policies by exploiting user-supplied information about the resource requirements of submitted jobs. We examine the performance characteristics of these policies from both the system and user perspectives. Our results demonstrate that existing static schemes do not perform well under varying workloads, and that the system scheduling policy for such workloads must distinguish between jobs with large di erences in execution times. We show that obtaining good performance under adaptive policies requires some a priori knowledge of the job mix in these systems. We further show that a judiciously parameterized dynamic space-sharing policy can outperform adaptive policies from both the system and user perspectives.
Introduction
Distributed-memory multiprocessors have matured to deliver excellent performance on many largescale scienti c and engineering applications, with the promise of continued cost-e ective growth in performance. These developments in both hardware and software technology have made such high-performance parallel systems an important computing base. To achieve the best overall performance, however, the resources of these systems cannot be used in an ine cient manner, such as dedicating the entire machine to a single application.
Although many computationally-intensive scienti c and engineering applications have exhibited extremely good performance on dedicated distributed-memory parallel computers, it is less well understood how to achieve the best performance on a system that is shared by multiple jobs. On one hand, users expect their individual jobs to receive excellent performance. On the other hand, system resources must be judiciously allocated among the various demands of di erent jobs to achieve the best overall performance. This objective raises a number of fundamental resource management issues for large-scale parallel computing environments.
One such issue, and the focus of our study, is the allocation of processors among the parallel jobs submitted for execution in a manner that maximizes throughput and minimizes response time while maintaining fairness among the jobs. This is complicated by the fact that system workloads for most large-scale scienti c computing environments consist of a mixture of jobs with large variations in resource requirements, which are often unpredictable. A better understanding of the corresponding performance tradeo s is needed to design scheduling policies that will fully realize the potential performance bene ts of parallel computing environments.
In the past, distributed-memory parallel systems have provided only rudimentary facilities for partitioning, i.e., space-sharing, the processors among arriving jobs. Speci cally, the static partitioning of the processors into a xed number of disjoint sets has been most often used to allocate resources to individual jobs. On more recent general-purpose distributed systems, processors can be regrouped and processor partitions can be formed just prior to scheduling a job 1, 5]. On such systems, adaptive partitioning policies have been considered, where the number of processors allocated to a job is determined based on the system state at job arrivals and departures. Several batch processing schedulers (e.g., EASY, LoadLeveler, and PBS) have been developed to take advantage of this exibility in the underlying system (see 12, 34] and references therein). Finally, by modifying the size of the partition allocated to a job during its execution, a dynamic partitioning policy can address the potential problems of subsequent workload changes at the expense of increased overhead due to data migration and recon guration of the application.
In this paper, we restrict our attention to these three forms of scheduling policies and we extend these approaches to examine the bene ts and limitations of exploiting information on the resource requirements of the jobs in the system. We assume that arriving jobs provide some information about their expected execution times on a given set of processors. The jobs are then divided into multiple classes based on this user-supplied information. For the static and adaptive policies, the system processors are partitioned on a per-class basis, and processors are assigned to a job based on its class. The dynamic policy, on the other hand, uses the class information to decide which jobs can be recon gured (i.e., changing the number of allocated processors) while they are executing.
The performance characteristics of these scheduling policies are analyzed based on steady-state performance measures from both the system and user viewpoints. A job mix representative of large-scale computational uid dynamics applications is used for our simulation experiments. This job mix was chosen primarily to represent a realistic workload from high-performance computing environments, and not because of any special features of this class of applications. Thus, many of the trends observed in this paper are equally applicable to other large-scale scienti c and engineering workloads.
Our results demonstrate that signi cant performance bene ts can be obtained by incorporating resource requirements in scheduling decisions, even when this information is coarse. While adaptive policies o er more exibility than static policies, system performance under both of these approaches depends on the inter-class partitions which need to be determined a priori based on knowledge about the job mix. We also show that a judiciously parameterized dynamic partitioning policy can outperform adaptive policies from both the system and user perspectives. Our dynamic policies do not necessarily require prior information about the workload, and they are the preferred space-sharing approach in unpredictable environments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the general parallel computing environment assumed in this study. The scheduling policies, application workload and performance evaluation methodology used in our study are described in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Some of the results from our simulation experiments are presented in Section 6, and Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 concludes the paper with nal remarks on the practical implications of our policies and results.
Characteristics of the Parallel Environment
We consider a parallel computing environment that is fairly generic and is based on the characteristics of large-scale parallel platforms, such as IBM's RS/6000 SP systems and Cray's T3D and T3E systems 1, 5] . We focus on these systems as they have proven to be commercially viable.
The parallel system assumed in our study consists of a large number of processors each with its own local memory. In our simulation experiments the system has 512 identical processors, each having 512MB of local memory and each sustaining 100 MFLOPS in the computationally intensive sections of an application. The underlying interconnection network is assumed to provide uniform service in moving data from one processing element to another; i.e., with respect to the cost of data movement, all processors are equidistant from one another. This network is assumed to achieve an average message transmission speed of 100 MB/sec. The latency per message, as experienced at the application level, is 5 sec.
The system supports space sharing of the resources among multiple jobs; i.e., multiple jobs can be executing on di erent partitions of the system at the same time. To execute a parallel job, partitions of any size (from 1 to the maximum number of processors) can be carved out. Two jobs executing on separate processor partitions are processed independently and are not synchronized in any manner. After a job is scheduled to run on a set of processors, a new processor partition can be created from the remaining set of idle processors to schedule another job. Similarly, when a job departs, its allocated processors become immediately available for other jobs.
The parallel system incorporates an event-driven scheduler that responds to job related events such as arrivals and departures, and to certain internal timers that are speci c to the scheduling policies. The function of the scheduler is to allocate processors to new jobs, and to running jobs in the case of dynamic partitioning, according to a particular space-sharing policy. The speci c details of the space-sharing policies examined in this study are based on our various assumptions about the system, application and workload characteristics. We describe the speci c assumptions in the following sections.
The job mix considered in this paper consists of parallel jobs. Moreover, we assume that some of the parallel jobs are capable of executing on more than one processor partition size; e.g., a job can run on partitions of 8 and 12 processors. We refer to each such processor partition as a valid processor partition (vpp) for that job. In general, the set of valid processor partitions (or vpp set) for a parallel job is dependent on its implementation, and we assume that the system \knows" about the vpp set for each job. In particular, each job arrival initially declares its vpp set and its expected execution time on each partition. A job also indicates a preferred partition size (usually the maximum) from its vpp set. The scheduler then makes use of this information in classifying, prioritizing and scheduling the job.
We also assume that the memory requirements of the jobs submitted to the system are such that the entire address space of each task of a parallel job is resident in the physical memory of the processor where it is executing. These assumptions are justi ed by the results of several studies 26, 30] that have shown the detrimental e ects of demand paging on system and job performance. For these reasons, we consider only those applications that do not exceed the available physical memory on the allocated processors. The vpp set for each application is chosen accordingly.
Although neither the functionality of the scheduler nor the scheduling policies considered here depend on how well a job performs on any of its valid processor partitions, we make the practical assumption that across the range of valid processor partitions for each job, the execution time of the job decreases monotonically (but not necessarily at the same rate) as the partition size increases. Thus, allocating a larger valid processor partition results in a reduction in the execution time of an application. We do not make any assumptions regarding the elements of the vpp set for each job except that all partition sizes are positive and less than or equal to the maximum number of processors in the system. Note also that the vpp sets of two jobs may be completely independent.
In addition to allocating processors to new jobs, the dynamic processor allocation policy considered must decide on dynamic allocation/deallocation of processors to/from running jobs. We describe this policy in more detail in Section 3.3. Here we point out some of the requirements that such a policy imposes on the parallel applications. Under this scheme, a job is always allocated a valid set of processors, but during its lifetime, the job may execute on more than one vpp. Whenever there is a change in the number of processors allocated to a job, it is assumed that the application and the associated runtime system recon gure the job so it can continue to execute, from that point on, on the new set of processors. (For two approaches toward developing recon gurable applications, we refer the interested reader to the DRMS 20, 19] and Octopus 9, 11, 10] programming environments.) The exact epoch when a job is recon gured is left up to the job. However, it is expected that a job responds to the scheduler's recon guration request quickly relative to its total execution time. In our analysis we take into account the delay in responding to the scheduler's request, as well as in the actual cost of recon guring a job.
In summary, our assumptions on the parallel system architecture, the parallel applications and the workload are fairly general. To focus our study on realistic situations, the characteristics of the applications used in this study (execution time on various processor con gurations and memory requirements) are based on a class of real-life parallel applications, the details of which are provided in Section 4. Since the policies we analyze and our methodology are independent of the application domain, we note here that our results are applicable to other class of parallel applications as well.
Scheduling Policies
We now de ne the three space-sharing policies considered in our study, which represent extensions to the standard static, adaptive and dynamic partitioning strategies. In all three cases, arriving jobs are classi ed based on their resource requirements as being either small, medium or large (de ned more precisely in Section 4), and we use the subscripts l, m and s to indicate parameters or measures pertaining to the large, medium and small job classes, respectively. The static and adaptive policies also divide the total number of system processors, P, into three pools from which processors are primarily allocated for jobs from a particular class. We use P l , P m and P s , P = P l + P m + P s , to represent the number of processors designated primarily for allocation to large, medium and small jobs, respectively. As jobs move through the system, the available number of processors in each pool vary and we denote by avail l , avail m and avail s , the number of processors available for allocation from the respective pool; avail sys denotes the total number of processors available for allocation at any given time. For all three policies, a job is always guaranteed a minimum number of processors that is class dependent; we use min l , min m and min s to denote the corresponding minimum number of processors.
Multi-class Fixed Partitioning (MFP)
Under MFP, a xed fraction of the system processors is designated as \belonging to" job class k, k 2 fs; m; lg, which we refer to as the class k processor pool. Within each pool, the processors are divided into a xed number of disjoint partitions of equal size. Once the system has been partitioned in this manner, the con guration is xed until the system is explicitly recon gured. We use the notation MFP(n s pe s ; n m pe m ; n l pe l ) to denote a system with n k partitions each of size pe k , k 2 fs; m; lg, and thus there are three processor pools and n s +n m +n l processor partitions. As a speci c example, the MFP(4 32; 1 128; 1 256) policy con gures a 512-processor system into 4 small-job partitions each of size 32, 1 medium-job partition of size 128, and 1 large-job partition of size 256. Although each partition is designated to belong to either the small, medium or large job class, a partition may execute jobs from a di erent class under certain circumstances, as de ned below.
A rst-come rst-served (FCFS) queue is maintained for each job class. A job in such a queue has nonpreemptive priority over jobs from the other two classes with respect to a processor partition belonging to its class. Moreover, larger job classes cannot acquire partitions belonging to smaller job classes, while small jobs have nonpreemptive priority over medium jobs for large job partitions. In general, this policy favors jobs with smaller execution times in its decisions. This is motivated in part by the fact that the smallest-job-rst policy (and its derivatives) minimizes mean job response time on uniprocessor systems 13], as well as by the characteristics of the workloads considered in our study.
Upon the arrival of a large job, the system allocates it a partition from the large job pool if one is available. Otherwise, the arriving job waits in the FCFS queue associated with the large job class. When the execution of a large job completes, the available partition is allocated to the job at the head of the large job queue. If this queue is empty and the system contains waiting small jobs, the partition is allocated to the job at the head of the small job queue. When this queue is also empty, the partition is allocated to the job at the head of the medium job queue, if any.
Similarly, when a medium job arrives to the system and one or more partitions are available in the medium-or large-job pools, the system allocates one of these partitions to the job; if partitions are available in both pools, the job is allocated a partition from the large-job pool. Otherwise, the job waits in a queue associated with the medium job class. Upon the departure of a medium job from a medium job partition, the available partition is allocated to the job at the head of the medium job queue. If this queue is empty and the system contains waiting small jobs, the partition is allocated to the job at the head of the small job queue.
A small job arrival is allocated any of the available partitions in the system, including those belonging to medium-and large-job pools; when there are large or medium job partitions available in addition to small job partitions, the job is allocated one of the large or medium job partitions. If no partition is available, the job waits in a queue associated with the small jobs. When the execution of a small job on a partition belonging to the small-job pool completes, that partition is allocated to the job at the head of the small job queue. If this queue is empty, the partition remains available until a small job arrives.
Multi-class Adaptive Partitioning (MAP)
This policy resembles the MFP policy in that a pool of processors is created for each job class at system con guration time, and the number of processors in each pool is xed until the system is recon gured. However, it di ers from the MFP policy in that the processors comprising a pool are adaptively divided into partitions based on system load, as re ected in the per-class queue lengths.
We use MAP(min s {P s , min m {P m , min l {P l ) to denote a policy where the size of the processor partition allocated to a class k job is within the range min k to P k .
An FCFS queue is maintained for waiting jobs of each class. As under MFP, jobs from a particular class have non-preemptive priority over jobs of other classes for partitions belonging to the class such that large jobs cannot acquire partitions belonging to other classes, medium jobs cannot acquire small job partitions, and small jobs can execute on partitions belonging to any class.
The primary goal of this policy is to allocate relatively small partitions to jobs under heavy system loads and relatively large partitions during conditions of light load. In order to achieve this goal, the scheduler uses a \split-and-merge" strategy to adaptively set the size of a partition allocated to an incoming job. This strategy is a multi-class version of the AP4 strategy proposed in 28], under which the scheduler maintains a target partition size for each job class. The target partition size is recomputed upon job arrivals and departures. This enables the scheduler to adapt to changes in system conditions, such as the load and the number of available processors.
A pseudo-code fragment of the MAP policy is shown in Figure 1 , which is executed whenever a small job arrives or departs the system. The compute target procedure shown in Figure 1 describes the algorithm used for computing the target partition size. The variable t k denotes the target partition size for class k, and Qlen k denotes the number of jobs of class k in the queue, k 2 fs; m; lg.
When the length of a queue increases, the target partition size for that class is decreased (i.e., the split strategy) subject to the constraint that the partition must have at least min k processors.
When the queue length decreases and the number of available processors in the corresponding pool becomes greater than twice the current target partition size, the target partition size for that class is increased (i.e., the merge strategy). Intuitively, the split strategy makes the target partition size small enough so that all waiting jobs in the corresponding queue can be allocated a partition. The merge strategy, on the other hand, eliminates one of the unallocated partitions by distributing the processors of that partition evenly among the remaining partitions, and this determines the new if ( target partition size. A merge does not a ect the size of previously allocated partitions, but there is at least one unallocated partition whose size increases to the new target size. Since the target partition size determined by the split strategy is bounded below by min k , the system can prevent arbitrarily small partitions which can result in poor performance for some workloads, as we will show in Section 6. Thus, min s , min m and min l are policy parameters that can be tuned based on a knowledge of the current and expected workload.
We note that, under MAP, medium and large jobs can only be dispatched on a partition \belonging to" their class when the number of available processors of that class is at least as large as the current target size for that class. If there is a medium (large) job waiting in the medium (large) job queue, but avail m < t m (avail l < t l ), then the available processors are kept idle. These processors remain idle until either: (i) the target size is recomputed and becomes less than or equal to the number of available processors, or (ii) enough processors \belonging to" that class are released by a departing job so that the number of available processors is at least as large as the target size for that class. In the case of small jobs, however, if there is a job waiting in the small job queue and avail s > maxfmin s ; t s =2g, these processors are allocated to that job.
Finally, we note that when there are no large (medium) jobs waiting for processors, MAP will schedule any waiting small job on an available large (medium) partition if the size of the allocated partition is at least as large as maxfmin s ; t s =2g. Similarly, if there are no large jobs waiting for processors, any waiting medium job can be scheduled on an available large partition if the size of the allocated partition is at least as large as maxfmin m ; t m =2g. The motivation behind these rules is to keep the system processors as busy as possible.
Dynamic Partitioning (DP)
DP di ers from MAP and MFP in two important ways. First, DP does not divide the system processors a priori into partition pools \belonging to" each job class. Second, the partition size of a large or medium job can be dynamically adjusted during its execution by suitably recon guring the application. Small jobs are not dynamically recon gured because of overhead considerations 35] .
The operation of the DP policy is controlled via the seven parameters shown in Table I . The system maintains a single FCFS queue for waiting jobs, and a list of running jobs that are eligible for recon guration, which we call the interruptible list. After a medium or large job recon gures itself, the job is removed from this list and is not eligible for recon guration until a certain time interval, denoted by T, has elapsed. This mechanism is motivated in part by the need to prevent a form of recon guration thrashing 35].
When there are no other constraints, the DP policy allocates a valid processor partition to a new job such that the size of this partition is close to the average size of all currently allocated partitions in the system (including this new partition). Partition recon gurations are also guided by the current average partition size. Thus, DP tries to allocate P=N processors to each job in the system, where N is the number of jobs in the system (including both waiting and executing jobs), while making sure that the allocated partition is in the vpp set for that job. Small jobs are thus scheduled in an adaptive manner, since they are not recon gured.
Let t appl be the target partition size which is given by minfreq appl ; maxfmin k ; P=Ngg, k 2 fs; m; lg, where req appl is the preferred partition size as requested by the job. When the number Fraction of available processors that an executing large or medium job is allowed to acquire during an expansion L Maximum number of large and medium jobs that can be executing concurrently of available processors avail sys found by an arriving job is greater than t appl , then the job is allocated a valid processor partition that is closest to t appl . However, if avail sys < t appl , and there are jobs on the interruptible list, the system scheduler noti es one or more of these jobs to shrink down to a valid processor partition that is closer to P=N, provided that: (i) P=N min k , (ii) the sum of avail sys and the number of processors that will be released by the interrupted jobs is at least t appl .
To minimize the number of interrupted jobs, the system attempts to release just enough processors so that the total number of available processors is close to t appl . When a job departs, the target allocation t appl for each waiting job is recomputed by taking into account the processors released by the job. The job queue is examined in a \ rst t" fashion for jobs whose t appl is less than the number of available processors. This process is repeated until there are no jobs in the queue or the number of available processors falls below the value of t appl for all waiting jobs.
If the number of available processors exceeds a policy parameter M and the interruptible list contains a job whose current partition size is less than P=N, then the system scheduler noti es that job to increase to a larger partition size from its vpp set that is closest to minfP=N; Z + f avail sys ; req appl g, where Z denotes the job's current partition size. Thus, at most a fraction f of the available processors are allocated at a time to one of the large or medium jobs on the interruptible list. Thus, the policy parameters M and T can be used to control the rate at which large and medium jobs are recon gured.
Finally, the system scheduler must prevent the situation where no small job can be allocated processors because all processors in the system are allocated to large or medium jobs and each of the running jobs is allocated its minimum allocation. Since DP never reduces the processor allocation of an executing job below its minimum requirement, under these conditions, small jobs will be forced to wait until one of the large or medium jobs nishes, thus leading to poor performance for small jobs. To prevent this type of starvation, the system scheduler uses a policy parameter, denoted by L, to limit the maximum number of large and medium jobs that can be executing concurrently.
This policy parameter essentially de nes a maximum multiprogramming level for the medium and large job classes. Given the minimum processor requirements of the medium and large job classes, and the number of processors in the system (P), an appropriate value for L can be computed. The system scheduler keeps track of the number of executing large and medium jobs and ensures that this number never exceeds L.
Dynamic Application Recon guration: Under the DP policy, large and medium applications have to be able to recon gure themselves in response to requests from the scheduler. We assume that when a job is noti ed by the scheduler to modify its partition size, the application initiates a recon guration at the next programmer-de ned recon guration point. At the recon guration point, both the distributed data and control structures within the application are reorganized so that the application can continue to execute on its new set of processors. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the recon guration takes place in two phases. In the rst phase, the entire data set representing the current state is transferred from all processors in the old partition to min k processors. In the second phase, the data set is then redistributed from this subset to all processors in the new partition. This two-phase scheme can be used for both increasing and decreasing the partition size. Before commencing the second phase, processors are either added or removed from the partition depending on whether the partition size is to be increased or decreased.
4 Application Workload
Job characteristics
To study job characteristics that are representative of actual large-scale computing environments, we conducted a detailed analysis of several large computational uid dynamics (CFD) applications. The parallel applications used in our study are some of the NAS parallel benchmarks 2] and parallel versions of ARC3D 27] and INS3D-LU 41], all of which were originally developed at the NASA Ames Research Center. While these applications represent only one class of applications, they su ciently capture the behavior of job streams executed at typical large-scale computing centers.
We selected a total of 23 di erent applications with grid sizes ranging from 4K through 100M and execution times ranging from a few seconds to several days. For each application, we determined the execution times for each of the processor con gurations in its vpp set. These times were obtained by a detailed measurement-based analysis of each application, which were validated against measurements of an implementation of the applications on several parallel computing platforms at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center. Some instances of the applications considered in our study could not be executed on these systems due to memory and time constraints, and in these cases the resource requirements were determined by analysis and simulation. For further details on the parallelization techniques and the relevant analysis, we refer the interested reader to 21, 22] and the references therein. The execution times for the 23 applications on 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 processors are given in our corresponding technical report 24].
In the case of DP, an additional factor that needs to be taken into account is the overhead for recon guration. This overhead depends on the characteristics of the application being considered as well as the underlying architecture. We computed the overhead for the 8 largest applications in our study assuming that recon guration is realized in the two-phase scheme described in Section 3.3. In Table II , we report the corresponding times for a single phase of this scheme. The per-phase recon guration cost reported in Table II is the cost of recon guring an application from its smallest valid processor partition to its largest valid processor partition. 
Workload characteristics
We consider workloads consisting of a mixture of the 23 applications, which have large variations in resource requirements. Given this large variability in resource demands, the system can coarsely classify jobs as being either small, medium or large. Speci cally, we assign the rst 15 applications to the small job class, the next 4 applications to the medium job class, and the last 4 applications to the large job class. The workload is then modeled by probabilistically determining the class of a job upon its arrival, i.e., an arrival belongs to the small, medium or large class with probability p s , p m , and p l , respectively, p s +p m +p l = 1. We assume that the arrivals to the system are from a Poisson source with mean rate . Thus, the arrivals of small, medium and large jobs form three independent
Poisson arrival streams with average rates p s , p m , and p l , respectively. The application executed by each class k job arrival is uniformly chosen from among the set of applications in class k. We present in Table III the minimum, maximum and average execution times for each job class when executed on the number of processors indicated in the third column of the table. We consider four di erent workloads in our study with the probabilities p s , p m and p l chosen to maintain various ratios of small to medium to large jobs. These workloads are described in Table IV , which includes the coe cient of variation of the workload service times on 32 and 512 processors. Workloads W1 and W2 are typical of those found at large-scale scienti c computing centers, where the majority of jobs arriving to the system are small jobs, but most processor cycles are consumed by a few long running applications 7, 38] . Workload W3 corresponds to the extreme situation where the job stream primarily consists of jobs with relatively small service requirements to the extent that the majority of processor cycles are consumed by small jobs. Finally, workload W4 corresponds to the case where the percentage of small jobs submitted to the system is of the same order of magnitude as that for the medium and large jobs combined. The relative processor cycles consumed by the jobs of the three classes are shown in Table IV under the column with heading c l : c m : c s , where c k represents the number of processor cycles consumed by jobs of class k relative to the number of processor cycles consumed by small jobs. Note that this represents a wide spectrum of application workload characteristics which allows us to study the impact of these characteristics on system performance under the scheduling policies of Section 3. Processor Allocation in Distributed-Memory Systems 13 5 Performance Evaluation
Performance metrics
Our analysis of the scheduling policies in Section 3 is based on metrics that measure performance from two di erent perspectives, namely from the system and user viewpoints. The rst performance metric, E S ], is the mean job response time. Let J n denote the n th job to leave the system, n 1, and de ne n and n to be the arrival and departure times of J n , respectively. We then have
( n ? n ) ; n > n :
The variability of response times is another important performance measure in computer systems. Thus, we also consider the coe cient of variation of job response times, which is given by 
Per-class versions of these response time to service time ratio measures are analogously de ned, i.e., E U k ] and CV U k ], k 2 fs; m; lg. Note that in each case queueing delays and not being allocated req appl processors both result in di erences between the values of ( n ? n ) and x n . This set of measures re ect the performance perceived by the user.
The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean.
In our experiments we obtain the above system-level and user-level performance measures as functions of the system utilization, which we de ne here based on the average computational demand of these jobs when executed on 1 processor. Speci cally, the average computational demand of a generic job arrival on a processor, denoted by D(1), is equal to p s D s (1) + p m D m (1) + p l D l (1) , where D k (1) denotes the average demand of jobs belonging to class k when executed on 1 processor. The utilization is then equal to =(P D(1)).
Simulation Methodology
The performance measures described above are obtained from a stochastic discrete-event simulation written using CSIM, a process-oriented simulation library 29]. In our simulation experiments, the class of an arriving job is determined based on the input parameters p s ; p m and p l (see Section 4), and its execution time is determined based on the application and on the number of processors allocated to it by the scheduler. In the case of the DP policy, the simulator keeps track of the number of iterations executed by each job in the system. Jobs can only be recon gured at the end of an iteration. On job recon guration, the remaining execution time is determined based on the number of remaining iterations and the new partition size of the job.
A large number of simulation experiments were performed under a variety of workload conditions. In each case, the mean response time is obtained using the regenerative method 15] to within 5% of the mean at 95% con dence intervals. The number of job arrivals that had to be simulated to attain these con dence levels ranged from several hundred thousand to several million, depending upon the load on the system.
Results
Our main objective in this section is to determine a set of principles for the scheduling of largescale scienti c applications in distributed-memory parallel computing environments. The primary performance measures of interest are the mean job response time (i.e., E S ]) and the mean ratio of job response time to job service time (i.e., E U ]), as well as per-class versions of these measures.
Our results, a portion of which follow, were obtained as described in Section 5. Unless otherwise are MAP(32-64,56-224,56-224) and MAP(32-64,112-224,112-224). These policies were chosen to illustrate the trends observed in our numerous simulation experiments.
As expected, we observe that MFP(2 32, 2 112, 2 112) yields better system performance than MFP(1 64, 1 224, 1 224) at high utilizations, but the opposite is true at light to moderate loads. The overall performance of MFP(2 32, 4 56, 4 56) is always worse than that of the other MFP policies, although small job performance under MFP(2 32, 4 56, 4 56) is better than that of MFP(1 64, 1 224, 1 224) at moderate to heavy loads. These observations suggest that while MFP policies assigning small partitions generally perform better at higher utilizations than policies assigning large partitions, there is a limit to the performance bene ts of reducing partition sizes at heavy loads. This limit depends on the speedup and e ciency characteristics of the jobs comprising the workload, and thus exploiting knowledge of the expected workload can be important for formulating a policy that performs well.
We also observe that the two MAP policies perform as well as the best MFP policy at light to moderate loads. At high utilizations, MAP(32-64,112-224,112-224) performs as well as the best MFP policy, but the system performance under MAP(32-64,56-224,56-224) starts to degrade. This is because the latter policy tends to allocate partitions similar to MFP(2 32, 4 56, 4 56) at heavy loads, which was previously shown to provide poor performance. Hence, the MAP policy parameter min k , which determines the minimum partition size for processors \belonging to" class k, has to be selected with care. We also note that these results are similar to those previously reported for the corresponding single class versions of MAP and MFP 23, 32] .
A knowledge of the expected workload { speci cally, of the ratios p l : p m : p s and c l : c m : c s (see Table IV ) { is also important for determining the best inter-class partitioning of the system processors. To illustrate this, we provide in Table V the processor partitioning that yielded the best system performance for each workload in our numerous simulation experiments with di erent interclass partitions. The table clearly shows that the best partitioning varies widely with workload. In summary, we conclude that a MAP policy o ers more exibility, and is therefore preferable to MFP policies. However, system performance under both MAP and MFP policies is dependent upon some knowledge of the workload characteristics. Figure 2 also illustrates the system performance under the DP policy for workload W1. We observe that DP outperforms the other policies at all loads, and that the performance di erences are quite signi cant. Focusing on the per-class response time curves, we see that DP outperforms the best MAP policy with respect to both small jobs and medium jobs across all loads, as well as for large jobs at light to moderate loads. One reason for this is that the largest number of processors that can be allocated to a job under MAP is determined by the inter-class partitioning, and can never be larger than maxfP s ; P m ; P l g, whereas a job can receive as many as P processors under DP.
MAP vs DP
At low utilizations, since there is no contention for processors, most jobs are allocated as many processors as they have requested under DP. Under MAP, however, no job is allocated more than maxfP s ; P m ; P l g processors even at light loads. This is because, once a job is initiated, it runs to completion without being interrupted. Allocating all of the system processors to a long-running job will result in poor performance for any jobs that arrive while the long-running job is being executed. Previous work 23, 4] has shown that for workloads consisting of jobs with widely varying execution times, it is important for adaptive policies to restrict the maximum number of processors allocated to individual jobs to reduce/eliminate such situations. Under DP, however, the execution of large and medium jobs can be interrupted and some of their processors can be reallocated to arriving small jobs. Furthermore, idle processors can be reallocated to any large and medium jobs being executed. The results in Figure 2 show that the overhead of recon guring such applications under DP, when done appropriately, can be outweighed by the performance bene ts of doing so.
For large jobs, however, system performance under DP at heavy loads is worse than that of the best MAP policy. This is because at high utilizations the MAP policy tends to favor (in a relative sense) large jobs over other job classes; this observation is further supported by the results presented in Figure 4 . At heavy loads, under the MAP policies shown in Figure 2 , the execution of small jobs is restricted to the 64 processors reserved for this class and the medium jobs are forced to execute on the 224 processors assigned to them, whereas 224 processors are always used to execute large jobs. This results in poor performance for small and medium jobs since the per-class policy allocations are close to the saturation point for these job classes, but this yields acceptable system performance for the large jobs where the policy is not saturated. (Recall that for this workload, the arrival rates of small, medium and large jobs are in the ratio 100:10:1.) On the other hand, the DP policy at high utilization tends to favor (to some extent) small jobs over medium and large jobs (see Figure 4) . The number of processors allocated to individual jobs is reduced under DP as the total number of jobs in the system increases, although this can be controlled with the various policy parameters (see Section 6.3). As a result, large jobs are allocated fewer processors under DP than is the case under the MAP policy, which leads to the trends illustrated in Figure 2 . We note, however, that even though individual medium jobs are allocated fewer processors at heavy loads under DP than under MAP, the medium job class has better performance under DP. This is because at high utilizations, the medium job class receives a larger fraction of the system processors under DP than it does under MAP. In Table VI we provide recon guration statistics for large and medium jobs obtained from our simulations of the DP policy and we quantify the overhead as a fraction of the total response time. Note that the increase in the average response time for medium and large jobs at heavy loads is because of the decrease in the average partition size for these classes, and not due to the recon guration overhead. As indicated in the table, the recon guration overhead, while not insigni cant, ranges from 1{4% of the response time for medium jobs and from 4{11% of the response time for large jobs, and as such, represents a relatively small fraction of the response time for these job classes.
We now compare system performance under the DP and MAP policies for each of the 4 workloads summarized in Table IV Figure 3 , we plot S as a function of the system load for each workload, thus illustrating the relative response time of DP with respect to the best MAP policy. Note that when the ratio is less than 1, DP outperforms MAP. We observe from Figure 3 that when all jobs are considered together, DP outperforms the best MAP policy at all utilizations for all of the workloads. Similarly, DP generally provides lower mean response times for the small and medium job classes than the best MAP policy, with the only real exception appearing for medium jobs under W3 at heavy loads. The DP policy, however, yields worse performance for large jobs than MAP at high utilizations. Thus, the trends described above for workload W1 generally hold true across the wide spectrum of workloads considered in our study. Figure 3 also quanti es the system performance bene ts of the DP policy with respect to MAP. Since we are plotting the ratio of the response time of DP to the response time of the MAP policy that provided the best system performance from among all of the MAP policies considered, the plots of S in Figure 3 are in uenced by the behavior of both policies. In particular, if the MAP policy has a particularly poor performance characteristic at a certain system load, this results in a small value for S .
We observe from Figure 3 that the plots for workload W4 are quite similar to those for workload W1, whereas the plots for workloads W2 and W3 exhibit some di erences. We now examine in more detail these results for workloads W2 and W3.
For workload W2, we observe that the value of S taken over all job classes decreases sharply at high utilizations in comparison to the other workloads, i.e., the overall system performance under DP increases relative to the MAP policy being considered { namely, MAP(32-128,64-128,128-256) { as the load increases for workload W2. Moreover, the value of S;s at high utilizations is smaller than the corresponding value for the other workloads, whereas the the value of S;l at moderate to heavy loads is much larger than the corresponding value for the other workloads. To understand the reasons for these performance characteristics, we need to consider the behavior of the MAP(32-128,64-128,128-256) policy at high utilizations. Essentially, the inter-class partitioning employed by this policy is such that it tends to favor large jobs over jobs of other classes at heavy loads, which results in a large relative response time for large jobs. At the same time, the policy e ectively restricts small jobs to 128 processors at high utilizations which leads to saturation and poor performance for small jobs. This results in small values of S;s and large values of S;l at heavy loads.
For workload W3, we observe that the performance bene ts of DP with respect to MAP are smaller than those for the other workloads. In this case, the overwhelming majority of job arrivals belong to the small job class and the MAP policy under consideration { namely, MAP(64-448,0-0,64-64) { reserves most of the processors in the system for these small jobs. We also observe that the values of S;m and S;l at low utilizations is signi cantly smaller than the corresponding value for other workloads. This is once again an artifact of the MAP policy under consideration, wherein a medium or large job will be allocated at most 64 processors even at light loads; conversely, the DP policy will tend to allocate partitions that are much closer to 512 processors at low utilizations. On the other hand, the value of S;m at heavy loads is signi cantly larger than the corresponding value for other workloads. This is due in part to the particular parameter setting for the DP policy being considered, namely L = 1. (Recall that parameter L determines the maximum number of large and medium jobs that can be executing in the system at any given time.) At high utilizations, the FCFS queue discipline leads to long queueing delays and poor performance for medium jobs.
In summary, the results in this section show that DP can yield signi cant system performance bene ts over MAP and MFP. They also illustrate how a particular inter-class partitioning for MAP may not perform well over all system loads, and that this is even worse under the MFP policy. One of the advantages of DP is that it is not necessary to partition the processors a priori among the various job classes. However, the various DP policy parameters, such as L, can have a signi cant impact on the relative system performance of the di erent job classes. We examine the impact of varying these parameters in Section 6.3.
User-Level Performance
We now examine the performance of MAP and DP from the user viewpoint. Recall that E U ] is de ned as the average ratio of the response time to the execution time on req appl processors (see Eq. (4)), and as such quanti es the application's performance as perceived by a user. Note that both queueing delays experienced by the application and any increase in execution time because of being allocated fewer than req appl processors are re ected in E U ] > 1. Furthermore, since di erent classes of jobs will have di erent expectations of performance, we consider the average response ratio for each class separately. In Figure 4 , we plot E U ] for each job class as a function of system utilization under MAP(32-64,112-224,112-224) and DP for workload W1. We observe that both policies are relatively \fair" at light to moderate loads; i.e., the E U ] values are relatively close to 1. At high utilizations, however, DP tends to favor small jobs over large and medium jobs, but only to a relatively small extent. The MAP policy, on the other hand, favors large jobs at the expense of the performance of small jobs, and the performance di erences are quite signi cant. Since the overwhelming majority of the jobs being submitted to the system are small jobs, this is clearly undesirable. Figure 4 also shows that DP has better performance than MAP from the user viewpoint under workload W1, with the only exception being in the case of large jobs at heavy loads. In Figure 5 , we plot the corresponding coe cient of variation CV U ] (see Eq. (5)) for the di erent job classes under MAP and DP for the workload W1. As we are considering performance from the user viewpoint, a low coe cient of variation is desirable. We observe that the value of CV U s ] under both MAP and DP is much higher than that for the other classes of jobs. This is as expected since the coe cient of variation of the execution times for small jobs (see Table IV ) is much larger than the coe cient of variation of the execution times for the other job classes.
The value of CV U s ] under MAP is much larger than its value under DP at low to moderate utilizations. This is because there is a wide variation in the number of processors allocated to small jobs under MAP, where a small job may be allocated a partition designated for the small, medium or large job classes. On the other hand, the number of processors allocated to a job under DP depends only on the number of jobs currently running and waiting in the system, since DP tries to allocate an equal number of processors to each running job. As the load increases, the MAP policy increasingly constrains small jobs to execute only on partitions \belonging to" small jobs, which leads to a reduction in the value of CV U s ] with increasing system load. Under DP, however, the value of CV U s ] increases sharply at high utilizations, which occurs because DP reduces the average number of processors allocated to small jobs as the system load increases. Table III shows that within the class of small jobs, req appl varies widely from 8 to 512. Thus, while decreasing the partition size for small jobs with small req appl does not have much impact on the response ratio for those jobs, it has a signi cant impact on the response ratio for small jobs with large req appl . This tends to increase the value of CV U s ]. Figure 6 , we plot U for each job class under all 4 workloads. We observe that the trends observed in the case of workload W1 generally hold true for the other workloads. That is, DP yields lower E U s ] and E U m ] values than MAP at all loads, but DP provides a larger E U l ] than MAP at high utilizations. The exceptions to these trends observed in Figure 6 can be explained by taking into account the speci c MAP and DP policies under consideration. For example, the large response ratio at heavy loads for medium jobs under workload W3 is due in part to the particular parameter setting for the DP policy where L = 1.
It is interesting to compare the U curves in Figure 6 with the S curves in Figure 3 . We observe that the value of U;s is closer to 1 than the corresponding value of S;s at low utilizations, whereas the opposite is true at heavy loads. This implies that at low utilizations, the performance of MAP from the user viewpoint is comparable to that of DP, even though the absolute performance of DP is better. In fact, for workload W2, MAP yields somewhat better user-level performance than DP at light loads, even though the absolute mean response time is lower under DP. Conversely, at high utilizations, the performance bene t of using DP instead of MAP is much higher from the user viewpoint (55% { 90%) than from the system perspective (5% { 80%). In the case of medium jobs, the performance bene t of DP over MAP is essentially the same from both system and user perspectives at light loads, but it is larger from the user viewpoint at high utilizations. In the case of large jobs, the U;l and S;l curves tend to be similar.
Performance Impact of DP Parameters
The results presented in the previous two sections have shown that DP yields better performance than MAP from both the user and system perspectives. We now analyze the performance characteristics of DP in more detail. In particular, several simulation experiments were conducted to examine the impact of varying the policy parameters described in Table I . Here we brie y describe the salient points of these experiments to illustrate the observed trends. In Figure 7 , we plot E S ] under DP with di erent values of the parameters L; M and T for workload W1. The parameters T and M can be used to control the rate at which medium and large jobs are recon gured. Increasing T makes jobs \uninterruptible" for larger intervals of time, whereas increasing M reduces the rate at which for large and medium jobs can acquire free processors. Figure 7 shows that for workload W1, increasing M to 128, while keeping the other parameters xed, degrades performance at moderate to high utilizations. This is caused by the reduced probability of having more than 128 available processors as the system load increases, which decreases the ability of large and medium jobs to increase their partition size when there are idle processors in the system.
Although not shown in Figure 7 , we also examined the impact of varying the policy parameter f, which corresponds to the fraction of idle processors that can be acquired by an executing large or medium job. We found that f = 1 generally yielded the best performance, implying that reallocating all idle processors to an executing large job results in better performance than allocating a fraction of these processors to the large job, while \saving" the remaining fraction for future arrivals. This result, of course, depends quite heavily upon the job arrival process.
The impact of varying T, shown in Figure 7 , suggests that T = 0 results in the best performance at light loads, but as the utilization increases T = 3, and then T = 10 result in the best performance. This is because as the load increases, there is a higher probability that a large job will be recon gured more frequently, which results in a larger system overhead. It is therefore important to dampen the rate of large and medium job recon gurations by increasing T as the system load rises to improve performance under DP.
We also observe in Figure 7 that the parameter L can have a signi cant impact on the performance of DP at high system utilizations. Recall that L is used to control the maximum number of large and medium jobs that can be executing simultaneously in order to ensure that there is never a situation in which all of the processors in the system are allocated to large or medium jobs, thus starving the small job class for a signi cant amount of time. Hence, an appropriate value for L has to be selected based on the minimum processor requirements for medium and large jobs, i.e., min m and min l , respectively. In the plots varying L, the DP policy has min m = min l = 64. This implies that if there are 8 or more large and medium jobs executing on a 512 processor system, then all arriving jobs will be forced to wait until one of the executing jobs completes. To prevent this from happening, L should be less than 8. As illustrated in Figure 7 , we see that DP with L = 16 has poor performance at high utilizations for exactly this reason. On the other hand, reducing L to a small value can also degrade performance because it results in increased queueing delays for large and medium jobs. This is shown in Figure 7 where we see that DP with L = 6 also has poor performance at heavy loads. We observe that setting L = 7 balances the goals of improving small job performance (by preventing large and medium jobs from acquiring all of the processors in the system) and reducing queueing delays for large and medium jobs.
The results in the previous section have shown that DP yields better performance than MAP for the workloads and system model considered. A natural question that arises is: how sensitive is DP performance to the assumptions about the overhead for dynamic application recon guration? In other words, would DP still outperform MAP if the overhead for dynamic recon guration were higher? Conversely, if the overhead was lower, would MAP still outperform DP at high utilizations for large jobs?
To address these questions, we conducted simulation experiments for workload W1 assuming that the overhead to recon gure each large and medium application (shown in Table II ) is increased or decreased by a constant factor z. In Figure 8 , we plot the ratio of the response time of DP assuming various values of this overhead factor (denoted by DP (z) ) to that of DP assuming the overhead given in Table II (denoted by DP (1) ). We also plot the ratio of the response time of MAP to that of DP (1) .
We observe that increasing the overhead has the greatest impact on the relative response time at moderate loads, while reducing the overhead has the greatest impact at high utilizations. However, (2) DP (4) DP (8) E S(l)] E S(DP (1) ;l)] Figure 8 : Relative response times with respect to DP (1) under workload W1 for various overhead factors increasing the overhead by a factor of 4 results in a 40% increase in response time, while reducing the overhead by a factor of 4 results in a 20% decrease in response time. We also observe that increasing the overhead has a greater impact on the performance of small jobs than on jobs belonging to the other classes. It is interesting to compare the relative performance of DP with larger recon guration overhead values to that of MAP. Figure 8 shows that DP (2) outperforms MAP at all loads, while DP (4) and DP (8) only outperform MAP at low utilizations. In the case of small jobs, DP (4) outperforms MAP at almost all loads, while DP (8) does so at high utilizations. In the case of medium and large jobs, increasing the overhead results in a decrease in the cut-o utilization below which DP (z) outperforms MAP. Conversely, decreasing the overhead results in an increase in the cut-o utilization below which DP(z) outperforms MAP. In fact, in the case of DP (0:25) , the DP policy outperforms MAP for all classes of jobs at almost all utilizations. These results show that, for our workload and system models, the overhead of dynamic recon guration has to increase by a factor of 4 above those considered in previous sections before DP exhibits worse performance than MAP. This reinforces the conclusion that any performance degradation resulting from the overhead of dynamically recon guring long-running applications under DP is outweighed by the bene ts of doing so, provided that the proper policy parameters are employed.
Improving DP Performance
We now consider a few ways in which DP performance can be further improved. First, we examine the performance bene ts of damping the rate at which large and medium jobs can be recon gured if the overhead of doing so is high. From Figure 8 , we observe that the MAP policy under consideration outperforms DP (4) and DP (8) . In Figure 9 , we plot the ratio of response time under two damped versions of DP to that of MAP for the same workload and system models. Here the rate at which large and medium jobs can be recon gured is reduced by increasing the policy parameter T from 3 to 6 and the parameter M from 32 to 64. We observe that damping hurts performance at light loads, while resulting in a small but noticeable bene t at moderate to high utilizations. This suggests that if applications in the system workload have high recon guration costs, DP should adjust its rate of recon guration according to the load on the system. Another simple modi cation to DP that will improve performance is to maintain two separate overload queues for medium and large jobs, respectively. Recall that the DP scheduler maintains a single queue in which large and medium jobs are held if the total number of executing jobs from these classes exceeds the policy parameter L. For workload W3, at high utilizations, medium jobs performed poorly because a single queue was used. Keeping two queues and using a policy that gives priority to medium jobs but ensures (e.g., by aging) that large jobs are not starved, can avoid this problem.
Finally, we examine how the parameter min k , which determines the minimum number of processors allocated to a job of class k 2 fs; m; lg, can be used to improve the performance for class k.
As a speci c example, we consider here the relative performance of DP and MAP under workload W2. In Figure 10 , we plot the ratio of the response time of DP to that of MAP for two di erent parameter settings. We observe that when min m = min l = 32, the performance of DP for large jobs relative to that under MAP is quite poor, even though the overall performance of DP is much better. However, increasing min m and min l to 64 results in a signi cant improvement in large and medium job performance, while resulting in a relatively small degradation in overall performance. Note that it is important to reduce L to 7, if min m and min l are increased. This example demonstrates how the min k parameters can be used to achieve the desired per-class performance objectives, in addition to the parameters that control the rate of recon gurations.
Related Work
A large number of research studies have examined multiprogrammed scheduling policies for parallel computers. Our focus in this paper has been on the class of space-sharing scheduling strategies. In contrast to space-sharing, the class of time-sharing policies share the processors by rotating them among a set of jobs in time. Another important class of scheduling strategies, called gang scheduling, consists of various combinations of sharing in both time and space. Several approaches have been considered in each of these scheduling classes, and we refer the interested reader to the Octopus system 11, 10] and to 37, 40] and the references therein for details on related performance tradeo s and design considerations. We note, however, that our results are relevant for the space-sharing component of any gang scheduling strategy.
Within the class of space-sharing strategies, several static partitioning policies have been proposed and analyzed; see 33, 8, 23, 32, 4, 28] and the references therein. This approach, however, can lead to relatively low system throughputs and resource utilizations under nonuniform workloads, as these and other studies show. Some research studies have shown how di erent a priori information about program characteristics can be exploited to make scheduling decisions (e.g., 33, 8, 23, 4] ), while others have considered di erent forms of adaptive partitioning that do not rely on such information (e.g., 23, 32, 4, 28, 31, 36] ). These adaptive strategies tend to outperform static partitioning by tailoring partition sizes to the current load, but their performance bene ts can be limited due to their inability to adjust scheduling decisions in response to subsequent workload changes. Dynamic partitioning tends to alleviate these problems by modifying the processor partitions allocated to programs throughout their execution, but at the expense of increased overhead which depends upon the parallel architecture and application workload; see 39, 16, 23, 17, 35, 9] and the references therein.
Much of this previous work has been primarily concerned with uniform-access, shared-memory parallel computer systems. In these environments, the runtime costs of a dynamic partitioning policy tend to be relatively small and thus the bene ts of dynamic partitioning outweigh its associated overheads. This has been the conclusion of a number of studies (e.g., 39, 16, 35] ), which have shown that dynamic partitioning outperforms other space-sharing strategies in uniform-access, shared-memory environments. Our study di ers from this body of research in that we focus on distributed-memory architectures, where the costs associated with dynamic partitioning can be signi cant due to factors such as data and task migration, processor preemption and coordination, and recon guration of the application. Moreover, we extend previous research on static, adaptive and dynamic partitioning policies by e ectively exploiting coarse information on the resource requirements of each job in a manner that does not impose burdensome demands on the users or the system administrator. We compare the performance characteristics of these general classes of scheduling policies from both the system and user perspectives within the context of distributed-memory parallel computers executing a workload of computationally-intensive scienti c and engineering applications.
A number of studies have also considered the problem of processor allocation in parallel architectures with a hypercube system structure; see 3, 25] and the references therein. This body of work has primarily focused on constructing and allocating subcubes, often in an attempt to minimize the mean makespan of jobs, and includes nonpreemptive, preemptive and parallel scheduling algorithms. In contrast, our study considers systems where the processors can be partitioned arbitrarily with a general interconnection network that supports equidistant pair-wise processor communications (at the application level), and we focus on minimizing system-and user-level response time metrics.
The MAP and DP policies considered in this paper are respectively similar to the Adaptive Scheduling and the Recon gurable Scheduling policies considered in 14]. The development of the policies described in that work have been in uenced by the results presented in this paper. There are, however, some di erences in the policy details. Despite these di erences, many of the performance results from the DRMS 14, 19, 20] and Octopus 9, 11, 10] projects validate the conclusions of the work presented here. In addition, the DRMS and Octopus programming environments and runtime systems suggest that recon gurable applications can be developed and supported on existing parallel systems.
Concluding Remarks
Current and near-future trends for high-performance computing centers suggest environments in which jobs with very di erent resource requirements arrive at various intervals to systems consisting of large numbers of processors. In this paper, we have investigated the impact of these trends on a general class of scheduling policies that space-share the system resources. Our main objective was to determine a set of principles for space-sharing large-scale scienti c and engineering applications in distributed-memory environments.
Our analysis demonstrates that the system scheduling policy should be able to dynamically reduce the number of processors allocated to each job with increasing load, up to a minimum number of processors, in order to provide good performance for the entire workload. These processor allocation decisions should distinguish between jobs with large di erences in execution times, since increasing the performance of a particular job class (from both the system and user viewpoints) tends to be obtained at the expense of decreasing the performance of the other classes. Our analysis further demonstrates the importance of having a scheduling policy that adapts appropriately to periods of low and high arrival activity, a common scenario in large-scale computing environments.
The DP policy considered in this paper is one approach that is capable of realizing these key scheduling objectives. Our results show that DP can yield the best overall performance from both the system and user perspectives. Furthermore, by appropriately choosing the minimum partition sizes on a per-class basis, as well as by adjusting the parameters that control the rate of recon guration, the desired performance di erences among the various job classes can be achieved without imposing burdensome demands on the users or the system administrator.
We conclude with a few remarks on the practical implications of the policies and results presented in this paper.
Programming models: The parallel system considered in this study is modeled after MPP systems with applications that use message-passing for interprocessor communication and coordination. Such environments tend to be scalable in the sense that large systems can be built using the same architecture and the applications can be developed to run on multiple processor con gurations. In fact, many applications for scalable MPP systems are written to run on more than one processor con guration. Thus, a policy such as MAP can be readily applied to current multiprocessor environments using the existing application base. A policy such as DP, on the other hand, requires that an application be capable of handling changes in the processor partition at runtime. On some systems, this may also require recon guring the underlying message passing subsystem in an e cient manner. Developing such applications, although non-trivial, can be accomplished using emerging programming models that support an abstraction for runtime processor recon guration. For example, the MPI-2 standard allows for dynamic spawning of new processes 18]. The Adaptive Multiblock PARTI (AMP) library supports an abstraction for recon guration that is useful for a class of SPMD programs 6]; under the AMP model the number of executable threads per application is xed, but the number of \active" threads participating in the computations may vary during runtime. DRMS 19] and Octopus 10] environments provide abstractions for developing recon gurable applications, as well as the necessary runtime support for application recon guration. We believe that as these programming environments become more mature, the application base and runtime support necessary for implementing DP-like policies will become available on production systems.
Memory requirements: We have used the min k policy parameters to indirectly address the impact of memory requirements on the performance of adaptive and dynamic scheduling strategies. This is motivated by recent studies showing that the memory requirements of parallel jobs can have a signi cant e ect on policy performance 26, 17, 30] . A primary conclusion of these studies is that memory requirements place a minimum processor constraint that has to be satis ed by adaptive and dynamic policies. These studies also propose time-sharing versions of adaptive and dynamic partitioning for memory-constrained workloads. As the memory requirements of applications increase, block paging and prefetching mechanisms 40] can be used together with the scheduling policies considered in this paper (as well as time-sharing versions) to directly address job memory requirements. We plan to further examine these issues in our future work.
Job resource requirements: One of the characteristics of the scheduling policies considered in this paper is that arriving jobs provide their expected resource requirements. We note that the coarseness of this information does not impose a burdensome imposition on users. Moreover, it is often in each users best interest to accurately specify this information for all job submissions (e.g., under DP, small jobs receive the best performance in the small job class, and larger jobs receive the best performance in the long run as part of the larger classes by acquiring more processors when the system load drops). The system scheduling policy, however, has to be able to deal with misinformation (intentional or otherwise) about the resource requirements of jobs. To do so, it should monitor the resource usage of each running job, and then terminate or reduce the priority of each job that exceeds the limits for its class. The latter approach requires the ability to checkpoint and archive an application (as provided by DRMS). This approach can also be used to accommodate applications for which it is not possible to determine an approximate limit on the required resources until runtime.
